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                                                             Advocates for life, Voices for Amerindian People, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Smoke Signals is the official Magazine for FIAAH and the America 

Heritage Registry. Smoke Signals publications are for keeping  our 

indigenous brothers and sisters abreast of the issues and current 
events effecting our survival in our home with Earth of America today 

and in the future. 
 Smoke Signals  informs Peoples Indigenous America living consciously  

in the U.S.   of the challenges as well as the progress of the Foundation 

For Indigenous America of Anisazi Heritage. 

 Including  updates for The Institute for Indigenous American Studies, 

The American Heritage Registry,  and Summer Season @ Yumwija. 2012 

 

Background: 

F.I.A.A.H. is a private  Institution established in 2002 by the Anasazi 

Covenant Council for the descendants from  the race of Amer-“ Indian” 

/Negro aka/black American GANDMOTHERS,.  to re-develop the 

systems needed to sustain our viability as  Amerindian people in OUR 

Home on Earth called America. 

F.I.A.A.H. Mission-  

FIAAH is dedicated to redeveloping our ancestral culture and 

humanity,and self determination, 

Advocating :for international recognition of Negro people right to 

unconditional inheritance to live in our Home on Earth. 

Reestablishing: the  respect and recognition to the remaining 

Amerindian people living in the United States aka black Americans 

Ethnic identity belonging to them and their inheritance to America 

from their ancestral “Indian” Grandmothers. 

Education:: To teach Amerindian people the traditional knowledge of 

our ancestors, our consciousness, values, principles and our story 
about our ancestors that is completely omitted in the propaganda 

education “Public” forced upon Amerindian people today. 
Preservation: of the remaining artifacts, earth inheritances 

remaining in our families to ensure we overcome from the Systematic 
genocide of our people in OUR home on Earth. 
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New slet ter  2013  

Year I n Re view  

F.I.A.A.H. Departments 

 American Heritage Registration 
American Heritage Preservation Trust 
Institute for Indigenous American Studies 
Quantum Leap SLC Publications 
 Yumwija Essential 4 Life 
Yumwija- Headquarters 
To learn more about or send comments to 
F.I.A.A.H. 
P.O. Box 527,  Princeton ,West Virginia  2474 
www.fiaah.org  admin@fiaah.org   or drop us a line @ 304-
212-2362 

Reminder: Information contained in this newsletter is 

primarily for indigenous registered people. To get 

involved with our community activities; you must be 

registered, or a guest of a person who is registered, 

Activities are not open to the public. 
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                                     Foundation of Indigenous American of Anasazi Heritage 

                                                                    Message to the People by RaDine America 
  

We at  FIAAH for over 12 years have experience the  grace 

and wonderful life benefits from  using our innate  Earth 
consciousness living  in our indigenous blood. We have 
worked diligently to develop infrastructure  needed for the 
people with the consciousness of Earth in their blood  to  
quickly slow down their demise and  help those of us  who 
choose to regain their ability to fulfill their life purpose and 
experience the  wealth of joy and prosperity life from Earth has 
for their lives. 
Directed by the power of Consciousness within us our focus is 
on  developing solutions to break the shackles placed  upon 
our conscious intellect from  harmful artificial  perceptions, 
used to keep  indigenous  people from developing into their full 
Earth conscious power and live free from the persecutions of 
the Ego as a result from  not using their conscious correctly… 
F.I.A.A.H. goals always are focused towards uncovering the  
erroneous perceptions perpetuated to our people  as a weapon  
to guide our people to mis use our remaining life energy power 
in directions that  remove us from our alignment with the Earth 
conscious of reality…… 
The American Heritage Registry is one of the tools developed 
for indigenous Americans aka Negro people  to recognize their 
powerful connection to the Earth of America, collectively record 
our people still living with the  Earths conscious blood  in 
America, and remove the artificial cloak  of invisibility used by 
the United States for collective extermination…. 
 The Institute for Indigenous American Studies was established 
to teach our people  the awareness they need to have to  
break free from colonial programming, expand their 
consciousness  awareness and grow into planetary beings for 
the consciousness of our planet Earth.. 
FIAAH  is graced from Earth to acquiring to locations in the 
Americas for our people  to heal ourselves and  learn  the skills  
for  consciously living  as self reliant people . 
All to often we have witnesses the  weakness on our people 
consciousness when challenged to take action using  their  
consciousness to allow inner  strength to grow. To many of us  
have settled to live our lives thru the artificial perceptions of our 
ego . As a result we find their will is to  crippled by the artificial 
perceptions of the  Ego to confront the challenges of fear  
before them. The consequences from  fear of conscious action 
weaken their will to overcome their fear, they find themselves 
stuck  in a spiral of life deterioration leading  to a painful and 
depilating death… 
 

 
 
The outcome of Death to our people from killing the Earth 
conscious inn our blood does not have to happen. We all have 
the will to make a positive change and face our fear to stand 
for life over death.  Our people will have to fight their fear of  
life if they are to get back connected to our  Earth conscious 
will before they lose their ability  to use the power of  will from 
their organs leaving them stuck in death with  artificial life….. 
Many people have  graduated and completed their eligibility 
requirements to be registered in the American Heritage 
Registry. People who have completed their registration have 
witness the powerful positive effects to their lives from simply 
allowing their awareness to grow into alignment with our Earth 
conscious reality.  People quickly find their awareness of the 
reality around them  starts to reveal itself . 
However this is just the beginning, it is a very small step in the 
process of releasing yourself from the shackles of artificial 
perceptions. In order to completely  move out the box, one 
must have knowledge of all perceptions created to support 
artificial  perceptions if one is to embrace their life powerfully. 
It is said 
“Peoples who do not understand  their past are destined to 
repeat it” 
What does this mean? People who do not gain knowledge 
from the mistakes of their collective perceptions and misuse of 
life consciousness will relive the  reality of the past with its 
compounded consequences. 
Every year FIAAH offers Courses to all of the registrants in the 
American Heritage Registry. These continuation education 
courses are a requirement to further expand our Earth 
consciousness with knowledge of what and  how the past was 
implemented upon us,and for  building competency in  our 
people for  Common( Earth) Sense along with our  ability to 
have the self reliant  skills needed to return to living  using our  
Earth consciousness  power innate  within us. 
 
 The continuation  of  Conscious knowledge development  is 
required in order for us as indigenous people’s living under 
captivity to  regain our ability to fight the  victimization of our 
lives resulting from artificial Perceptions of integration  and 
security as equal citizens to the United States and change  
back to  Earth or Natural Conscious perceptions of  our life as  
belonging to America 
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  Its our time to Stand 
      by RaDine America Harrison –Pitt 
     Administrative Director FIAAH 
 
      
Aquechewa Everyone, 
Summer is almost over. Time is running 

out for our kinfolk to return to home base at Yumwija to 
commune with our section of Earth. 
Our Indigenous Living Summit week was a blast. 
The Earth gave us a abundance of water and beauty. The 
Earth fed us like children with  liquid life to feed our inner 
consciousness, rejuvenate our organs, and re energize our 
soul. 
  
When we came back into  the artificial society we was 
delightfully  surprised with learning of the Ferguson protests, 
seeing our people standing up for their right to live. 
 I am proud of the Ferguson community and all of the other 
communities rising out in protest to the societal apartheid 
attitudes behind laws to  hunt us down and the  extermination 
camps( farms) we are being conditioned to live in as 
indigenous dependents  on the United States. aka “blacks”  
The protest has sparked the discussion  about our position as 
a people living  within the United States. From  listening to 
these discussions about  the  history of the United States 
toward our people is clear. 
We are not equals nor are we rightful citizens to this 
country.  
The United States is our master We are their  captives of 
America., Whether  we like it or not, we are living under civil  
apartheid (- segregation)  we are no different than the 
Palestinians being bomb from their homes as a means of 
keeping them from being able to stand for their fundamental 
and political rights to govern their home on Earth from Israel.,  
 

“Collectively we are  being bomb too from our  
homes and communities,  the  bombs on our homes 
was the Housing market crash and  illegal 
foreclosure aimed at removal of us from our 
communities. “ 
 
  We lost over 10 million  indigenous Americans homes since 
2007 and another 3 million lost their homes from 2000 – 2007. 
Displacing a untold number of communities… 
Ref: A Dream Foreclosed: As Obama Touts Recovery,  
Racist Roots of Housing Crisis 
The United States is still at war with Indigenous Americans aka 
black “Americans” and our hybrids people of color. We are 
being civically bombed as the  form of warfare the United 
States is  using against us as their means for exterminating us  
from our home of Earth  in America. 

 We are constantly under attack from all their arsenal of civil 
weapons being used against us . Ie economics, prisons, 
discrimination..  US media constantly reports to the United 
States real citizens their progress made against our  collective 
survival in America. Examples of our plight is in the press 
everyday.. 
 Some Fact to consider about attacks on our people  Identified 
from the Press Media 
Voting Rights  
Supreme Court Invalidates Key Part of Voting Rights Act 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/26/us/supreme-court-
ruling.html?_r=0 
Affirmative Action 
Supreme Court indicates support for Michigan ban on 
affirmative action 
The justices' focus was more on whether they could craft a 
narrow ruling to uphold Michigan Proposal 2 or would have to 
overrule earlier cases that protect minorities' rights to 
participate in the political process. 
Job losses for Indigenous Americans 
Sequestwr effects on  indigenous Americans 
Dems say sequester will hurt blacks, women more than others: 
sequester, will disproportionately affect blacks and other 
minorities, in part because they are more likely to work for the 
government. 
 
Read more: http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/286157-
dems-say-sequester-will-hurt-blacks-women-more-than-
oThers#ixzz2iH1Z6CSd  
Deep cuts to long-term unemployment benefits will 
disproportionately affect people of color.  
Workforce development programs that are vital to 
communities of color such as YouthBuild and Job Corps 
face significant cuts. 
Cuts to critical job-creating programs such as the Build 
America Bonds program are also on the chopping block. 
Early child care funding could be cut by more than $900 
million, impacting the thousands of children of color who 
benefit from these programs.  
Programs that directly help the most vulnerable families 
and children—such as the Special Supplemental Nutrition 
Program for Women, Infants, and Children, or WIC—are 
threatened by sequestration.  
Federal education funding cuts will disproportionately 
hurt students of color. If the sequester goes into effect, 
nearly $3 billion would be cut in education alone, 
Since 2010 funding for housing has been cut by $2.5 
billion, meaning any additional cuts would significantly 
hurt low-income families and communities. Many housing 
programs such as Section 8 Housing Assistance provide 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/26/us/supreme-court-ruling.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/26/us/supreme-court-ruling.html?_r=0
http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/286157-dems-say-sequester-will-hurt-blacks-women-more-than-oThers#ixzz2iH1Z6CSd
http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/286157-dems-say-sequester-will-hurt-blacks-women-more-than-oThers#ixzz2iH1Z6CSd
http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/286157-dems-say-sequester-will-hurt-blacks-women-more-than-oThers#ixzz2iH1Z6CSd
http://www.nea.org/home/52610.htm
http://www.cbpp.org/files/11-26-12hous.pdf
http://www.cbpp.org/files/11-26-12hous.pdf
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vouchers to low-income families for affordable housing in the 
private market. 
programs such as the Low-Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program, or LIHEAP, which helps bring down 
the cost of heating for low-income households, are 
crucial. The Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program, 
 
 Employment: 
Job Cuts at U.S. Postal Service Hit Blacks 
Disproportionately Hard 
 
“African-Americans make up 13.1 percent of the U.S. 
population and 11.6 percent of the labor force, according to a 
2012 U.S. Department of Labor report. However, nearly one in 
every five African-American workers hold government jobs 
such as mail clerks, firefighters and teachers,” 
Read more: http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/286157-
dems-say-sequester-will-hurt-blacks-women-more-than-
oThers#ixzz2iH1NFQTC 
Growing signs Social Security, Medicare changes will be 
part of debt deal 
Health Care 
Millions of Poor Are Left Uncovered by Health Law 
At 55, she has high blood pressure, and she had been 
waiting for the law to take effect so she could get 
coverage. Before she lost her job and her house and had 
to move in with her brother in Virginia, she lived in 
Maryland, a state that is expanding Medicaid. “Would I go 
back there?” she asked. “It might involve me living in my 
car. I don’t know. I might consider it.” 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/03/health/millions-of-poor-
are-left-uncovered-by-health-law.html?pagewanted=all 
Housing: 
10 million  indigenous Americans homes since 2007 and 
another 3 million lost their homes from 2000 – 2007. 
Displacing a untold number of communities… 
A Dream Foreclosed: As Obama Touts Recovery,  Racist 
Roots of Housing Crisis 
Democracy Now –Tuesday August 6th 

 

 Prisons -Return of Slavery for indigenous America 
The U.S. leads the world in incarcerating its residents, with one 
in 100 adults behind bars. Over the past 30 years the prison 
population has more than quadrupled, mostly due to an 
increase in drug offenses. 
Debtors Prisons 
As economy flails, debtors' prisons thrive 
Roughly a third of U.S. states today jail people for not 
paying off their debts, from court-related fines and fees to 
credit card and car loans, according to the American Civil 
Liberties Union 

Some states apply "poverty penalties," such as late fees, 
payment plan fees and interest, when people are unable to pay 

all their debts at once. Alabama charges a 30 percent 
collection fee, for instance, while Florida allows private debt 
collectors to add a 40 percent surcharge on the original debt. 
Some Florida counties also use so-called collection courts, 
where debtors can be jailed but have no right to a public 
defender. In North Carolina, people are charged for using a 
public defender, so poor defendants who can't afford such 
costs may be forced to forgo legal counsel.  

The high rates of unemployment and government fiscal 
shortfalls that followed the housing crash have increased the 
use of debtors' prisons, as states look for ways to replenish 
their coffers. Said Chettiar, 

http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-505143_162-57577994/as-
economy-flails-debtors-prisons-thrive/ 
25 Facts About The Fall Of Detroit That Will Leave You 
Shaking Your Head 
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-07-21/25-facts-about-
fall-detroit-will-leave-you-shaking-your-head 
 All states in the United States have laws protecting the 
citizens of the United States by their  police of their right to kill 
a indigenous person  aka black on site for any reason “ as a 
threat”” All police see our people as a terrorist threat  aka 
Indians, regardless of how we change our indigenous identity 
to  immigrant names as African American. To the United 
States we are still Indians therefore  giving non Indians the 
right to kill us on site..  
The perception towards us as being animals or lazy 
descendants of the Earth has been the foreigner attitude since  
the discovery of our section of Earth. On CNN and Democracy 
NOW   8/20-8/22  2014 shows mentioned the historical factoid 
“ In 1858 the Supreme Court declared  Negros and Indians 
were not created equal to white men , therefore do not have 
protection of the United States constitution 
Using their arsenal of political / civil warfare of education/ 
assimilation,  economics , law, and societal discrimination as 
tools to keep turning  our communities  collectively into  
concentration camps as ghettos, while using their bias laws  to 
keep our  young adults  in labor camps as prisons  has kept 
our females working in their plantation  fields  of corporations  
for  their service as jobs.. while national media continues to 
stigmatize them as inferior females as  a way of  keeping them 
from being able to continue the development of  human 
conscious  in their  future generations  for their home from 
Earth… 
. Everyone   born from Indigenous  Heritage to America  aka 
black females in America  know the history and  see the  
perception  towards our people by the collective United States 
has not changed. The message to our people is always the  
same. “ Our entitlement from the United States is DEATH.” 
The only question from the United States is how to kill you. 
Peacefully non- violently or  traditionally- violently? 

http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/286157-dems-say-sequester-will-hurt-blacks-women-more-than-oThers#ixzz2iH1NFQTC
http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/286157-dems-say-sequester-will-hurt-blacks-women-more-than-oThers#ixzz2iH1NFQTC
http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/286157-dems-say-sequester-will-hurt-blacks-women-more-than-oThers#ixzz2iH1NFQTC
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/03/health/millions-of-poor-are-left-uncovered-by-health-law.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/03/health/millions-of-poor-are-left-uncovered-by-health-law.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2013/08/13/wonkbook-11-facts-about-americas-prison-population/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2013/08/13/wonkbook-11-facts-about-americas-prison-population/
http://www.sentencingproject.org/template/page.cfm?id=107
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-505143_162-57577994/as-economy-flails-debtors-prisons-thrive/
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-505143_162-57577994/as-economy-flails-debtors-prisons-thrive/
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-07-21/25-facts-about-fall-detroit-will-leave-you-shaking-your-head
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-07-21/25-facts-about-fall-detroit-will-leave-you-shaking-your-head
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Most of our  people  should be  tired of the artificial perceptions 
from LIEs, attitudes,  rationales for glorification of the death of  
ourselves in captivity   being told to them to follow in life by our 
Educators ,churches and  supported by our elders; so they can 
benefit from selling out their  future generations inheritance  of  
being free with protection  to live long with liberty and peace 
from self reliance, self determination, creativity as Earth 
creators rather than  Earth occupants in captivity… We are a.” 
A modern day story of the planet of the Apes. It is our Planet, 
but there world…..”  
 Over generations of  following people hiding for personal 
benefits from the truth about   our dilemma posed from 
foreigners  invading our Earth and  adopting lies and false 
perceptions about ourselves in relationship to foreigners 
destroying our Earth…. We have allowed the foreigners to 
build( manifest)  themselves a country on our home for Earth. 
 Foreigners  have  collectively built systems for trade that has 
killed the life support system indigenous Americans aka blacks 
need from America to live, grow consciously , and prosper  on 
our Earth.  
The questions everyone  should be asking is:  where is your 
entitlement right to life and liberty ?  
Where does it come from ?  
Why aren’t  we  being recognized to our entitlement to  Life 
and Liberty?“ 
Why are we being told to passively accept our death  and 
stand down!!!! 
What are we doing WRONG!!!!! 
   What did life give us to do to stop being rob of it?” 
Where is our collective resolve  to live.  
. How can we live  secure  with out fear?… 
 
 Let’s answer these questions?  
1.Where is our entitlement right  to life, and liberty? Our 
place of entitlement  is America.  
2. Where does it come from?  All indigenous people  on the  
Earth entitlements come from the Earth  section they belong to 
by the blood inherited from there mother... All people are 
responsible to maintain their ability to keep  their  life ,liberty, 
self determination on their section of Earth..?  The United 
States is a foreign establish government of occupation of 
America with foreign people therefore the United States does 
not owe  indigenous Americans  Life and liberty. You already 
have the inheritance of life and liberty of America, it is there job 
to take it away from You.  if you are not willing to stand for it… 
then they will rob you of your life and liberty to govern 
America… 
3. Why  aren’t we being honored with them? Indigenous 
Americans aka black People have for the last 500 years have 
abandoned their Earth response ability to America for adoption 
of an  artificial dream for living for  acquiring material riches 
from the enslavement  and selling of our heritage inheritance 
to America,( females children and  Earth wealth. 

4. Why are we being told to  passively accept our death  
and stand down!!!! .  We have become a People who do not 
serve their purpose or  have value for  life to America on Earth 
therefore  if we are to live by artificial perceptions of Patriarchy  
we forfeited our protection  power ability  from Life  with 
Earth…  
5. What are we doing WRONG!!!!!  We our living our lives 
thru the wrong perception of individualism or disconnection 
instead of connection as unity ” OUR PERCEPTION”  is 
backward towards our lives….. we must learn how to use our 
response ability given to us  for protection of our lives from 
Earth…. 
6. What do we have to do to have them?  We must return to 
indigenous Conscientious of our Ancestors . instead of 
individualism  and self centeredness as our life priority. We 
must  put Earth life first as our consciousness of equality for  
female and male in unity creating  the  consciousness of the  
people for America. 
7. What did life with Earth give us to do to stop being rob 
of  our gifts from  Life with Earth? All indigenous people 
were give the power  from taking responsibility to  adhering to 
the covenant  for keep  and protecting Life and Nature of 
America as a part of Earth. As long as we stand for life on 
Earth. the power of Earth will always work in our favor. Life 
trumps death.. 
8. Where is our resolve  to keep our life with Earth? The 
honest truth- We collectively don’t have one. We are taught 
that we can  forfeit / abandoned  our  Earth life covenant 
responsibility   to support and protect life of America with our 
planet Earth,  and use/ trash our personal  life for  self 
centered ideals for the  consequence of unknown glory in 
Death promoted..  by our Churches. Example: A person. being 
Saved means: Saved from doing your work production in life 
for sustaining life with Earth… because life was not what we 
imagined  it should be, so as a person  they will now 
abandoned  their life responsibility , and place it on a dead 
man named Jesus. 
What do we have to change ?  Stop coping out on facing Life 
challenges . Stop thinking selfishly ,change our Consciousness 
from individual to collective. Become  our planets Earth 
stewards again.. 
How can we live peacefully without fear? When our 
consciousness returns to being heterogeneous ( unity of the 
female and male) we harness the power of Earth itself living 
within our blood.  We again  will be in the flow of Earth creative 
reality  , developing our own self reliance with Earth, not mans  
individualism  and   the artificial  ideals that mis direct all the 
life energy needed to experience life growth prosperity and joy.  
Unfortunately Life  support from Earth is running out and there 
is not enough going to be enough food for everybody. Most 
people are finding they are living in “food Deserts” Soon our 
collective situation will be so bad we will be no different than 
the growing  global population of  people living in abject 
poverty. For many of us our   we are already living there . 
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Living in  Indigenous Consciousness Will Save our ability 
to live again!! 
  Most of us are still trying to out smart life itself by  doing and 
giving back what we  want to do , instead of doing and learning 
what we  need to do. Thinking we can abandon/ cheat our part 
to support  life and  cheat the consequences of dis-illusion, 
emotional pain  leading to perpetual physical suffering, until the 
forced releasing of life into death.  
Why? because we believe Jesus will make   life  give us 
favor when we ask for it. Life will make a way for us 
without consequences is bullshit…... 
 NOW Life of Earth with our people is in serious jeopardy. 
People   will not longer  be able to live on both sides of the 
fence,  and our young people do not have the choice , their life 
abilities for the most part have been robbed from them. Our 
indigenous heritage comes  with a consciousness of  response 
ability or Ability to respond  and we must all  learn, respect,  
and value it if we are to continue to receive  Life support  and 

protection from its powerful benefits  including international law 
protection… 
  Response ability to your indigenous heritage is  more than 
having  a piece of paper that states you are INDIGENOUS- it is 
the actions taken with this position. The paper is  our symbolic 
declaration  of our truth in manifest form  Meaning are standing 
with the consciousness  of our truth as a part of the larger 
perception of Earth, we understand our function as a integral 
part of the system of life with Earth. The conscious of our 
inherited fundamental purpose to and with life of Earth is more 
powerful than any artificial illusion of power generated by the 
manifestations of foreigners  living on  our  section of Earth. 
The simple knowing and developing of ourselves in our truth 
and developing our consciousness back to reality of life stops 
the aggression against us and their weapons  WILL stand 
down. 
 
 

 

                                  The Solutions – Our plan 
         OUR solutions are quick and everyone following indigenous consciousness can make steps to become a indigenous living 
person,. We all must work together. Now, I am not going to dwell in all the doomsday stuff, however, I am clear what has to be 
collectively done so we don’t have to  e victims of the old world.. So please read completely .  Everybody  Please remember 

“As long as we build life with Earth. The power of Earth as life is with US!!!!!”                                                                      
 

        

 
  WE are the creations of the Earth- All  solutions to our collective condition of struggle and strife will come from recognizing  this 

truth and using pro activity. America is Our power base connection from Earth. It time to  restore it. America needs us now!! 
As Long as we build life for OUR Earth section as  America, the power from the Earth with America is with our people, WE the 

children of America by BLOOD Heritage of our Mothers aka Blacks hold the KEY!!!!!, we are not foreigners.  The Earth is actively 

changing and using it voice check this video out:  www.youtube.com/watch?v=gM5EGmmI1XQ& feature=related 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gM5EGmmI1XQ&
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Sacred Words- Using our voice (correctly) 
by  RaDine America Harrison-Pitts 
 I though I would include the prayer and affirmation again in this news letter .We must return/ learn to think with our Earth power, ALL 
things eternal and physical  are created through the power of the Earth . When we support the viability of Life of Our Earth, Life 
supports us. 
Please read carefully: 
 Everyone should start building their Earth power.  How? Everyone must return their allegiance  back towards being a part of the 
nature with Life of Earth.  While doing the allegiance dance, use the chants of "Aquechewa, Aquecheway, Aquechewa, 
Aquechewa". I find it works like a rocket,  raise your  left arm above your head  while moving  your arm in a circle, as if you are in a 
rodeo..  
 
Awaking to our inner power Realizing the Earth power inside us,  
Many of us are feeling the bottom of our feet and the palms of our hands tingling,  thru using the  affirmations, if you are using the 
affirmation you should be seeing positive change in your being able to release fear of change. Some of us have  started to break the 
shackles of fear to disconnect from the artificial world from the  loss of jobs, and are finding out  the power  we have from life creates 
opportunities  for us to build and be productive ,when we let go of our Ego need to control and follow the flow life is leading us to. 
 
 Below is a prayer and the Earth Affirmation of power.  Share the affirmations with our people help them connect, the more you help our 
people  become aware of their natural conscious, the more power unites with you. The Book of Indigenous Psalms is available online. 
Please Note: You only receive from what you actually do,do nothing, get nothing, do once receive once. 
 

The Indigenous  23rd Psalms is as follows: 

The Life consciousness  of Earth is my Sheppard, I shall not want.   
It leadeth me to lie down in green pastures. 
It leadeth me beside the still waters.   
The Life  consciousness of Earth restoreth my soul. It leadeth me in the paths of Earth consciousness.  
Yea, I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil.  
For the power of Earth art with me, thy sprit and thy nature comfort me.  
Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies, thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over.  
Surley goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life, and I will dwell in my home  on  Earth  forever. 

Hal-le-lu-yah,  ye-ho-wah,  Hal-le-lu yah,  ye-ho-wah,  Hal-le-lu-yah,   ye-ho-wah 

 

The  Allegiance to Earth as follows:  Say while in movement/dance 

My Allegiance is to the Earth. 
I respect the Nature of Earth within Me. 
I value the Life from Nature shared with me. 
The joy for Life flows through me. 
The power from Earth as Nature surrounds me. 
The force of Nature as life sustains me. 
The principles for life as Nature protects me. 
My Allegiance is to Earth and  to the Covenants of Nature for Life is why I stand. 
And  alive fearless and free I will remain. 

 

Does everybody have the same power  from Earth?  

NO, the Earth gives every life form created by the Earth a place to connect, like a puzzle, if your piece don’t fit the power won’t click. 
 Now some kinds of species feel they can force the Earth to change to accommodate their ideal for the use of the Earth, well the  emotions of 

Earth holds all the keys, it is often ignored the Earth  is our host, we are not the Earths host, and what a gracious, loving host mother the Earth 

has been. …. I will have a private online webanair  check for current dates and times   To explain ‘Our Secret” Be there!!! If you are not 

registered then you need to get REGISTERED!!!!  
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Indigenous Living 

 

    
Why is changing our Perceptions important? 
 
Changing our perceptions allows us to change our Karma or 
outcome from operating in artificial perceptions. 
Aligning our perceptions with conscious reality also allows 
consequences to happen to those who exploit  our life power,  
and destroy the nature of  life on Earth. 

Entities who participate in the 
destruction of  all life  species 
on Earth will no longer be able 
to take our  lives without direct 
an immediate consequences to 
their ability to live on Earth.. 
 Game is over. 
 

Too many of us  prefer to live our lives thru the artificial 
perceptions  used to support  the Ego. When we return to 
Conscious knowledge we can release the artificial perceptions 
of our ego and receive the power of conscious  reality dwelling 
in our heart in our lives now and into the future. 
 Unfortunately  our people who do not chose to change from 
artificial perceptions back to perceptions that align them with 
their purpose and service to our Earth live their life on the side 
lines of life. They  live without the inner protection of conscious 
reality as a result live a  life of, Sickness, isolation, loneliness 
and fear while losing their ability to  implement free will, ( 
becoming handicapped). As a result, completely missing the 
reward of experiencing peace, security and joy from life with 
Earth .Right now, Earth is in the cycle of renewal, meaning it is 
changing back to it original nature Example( think of a 
pendulum and the pendulum  has tipped to the extreme left, 

which causes  the pendulum  to start to return back to the 
middle).  As the Earth returns back to its center, Life with Earth  
will relive the sequences that brought the Earth  out of balance.  
This process will bring our collective back to the past. As we 
return to the sequences of the past again , we are given an 
opportunity to correct our  perceptions from the past  and  take 
corrective actions that will  return us to being a viable part of 
our planets consciousness for its life and future. 
 
Whether we like it or not the time for change is here and the 
time to change is now. 
 
Most of us who have had the opportunity to become aware of 
our indigenous blood inheritance can attest to how advanced 
we are over most of our people who lack our basic indigenous 
knowledge. Everyone with basic indigenous knowledge  will be 
call upon to be a beacon  for Life to the people indigenous  to 
America  around us, who have no perceptional awareness of 
the secret in their blood,  who are lost and is seeking 
perceptional change for a  connection back to  understand why 
and  what is happening  in their  life. 
 
“ Letting go of Artificial  ideals and perceptions about Life, 
means letting go of the way you have been conditioned to 
think.” Breaking from information. 
 
Example: Many people lock their houses ,  lock their cars and 
live in houses with bars around them. As a result these people 
are people who live in cages. As a result they always live in 
fear of being free or outside of the box. They fear that 
something is going to be taken away from them so they attract 
people who feel something has been taken from them as a 
result their boxes are always being broken into as life’s way to 
set them  free. 
 
Many of us are holding on to idealistic perceptions of how we 
will  create  a personal world to live in  While Ignoring our 
responsibility to our   life blood as a part of a bigger perception 
of Life of Earth .  
 
When we replace artificial  idealistic perceptions with 
Conscious perceptional knowledge, we understand the  MIS-
creation of the  past,  giving us the power to recognize the 
actions need to be taken to stop it from being a part of our 
DEstruction of our future with OUR Planet and embrace  the 
life power given to us from our blood from our mothers with the 
planet Earth as the way that allows life to create solutions for 
the challenges against our life with Earth and fulfill our ultimate 
hearts desires in a joyful healthy way. 
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Where is the Earth Pendulum Today? 
 
As I have said on many occasions the time will come when the 
United States will attack our people by  slowly removing all of 
our  artificial  life supports connected to their systems: leaving 
very few of our population of peoples with the ability to support 
their lives from the artificial perceptions to   privileges of 
entitlements allowed to them by the United States.   
  
One of Harry  Belafonte last conversations with Dr. Martin L. 
King. Dr. King  dealt with issue, wondering  whether he was 
integrating his people into a burning house. So Harry asked 
him “what should we do” Dr. King answered “ We become 
fireman.”.  
. 
 Well the day has come and the building is burning our  end is 
quickly arriving. Where are the fireman?. Indigenous conscious 
people will be the fireman to lead the way to save those who 
chose  life over death and  change. We will help them save 
themselves by  directing people to learn how to live  with life of 
Earth as indigenous people to  America and become aware  of 
the conscious power in the  blood in their veins that Earth is 
directly connected too. 
  
Often times people are looking for a handout someone to save 
them without changing their  childish Perceptions. They will 
find that  this  is not how real perceptions works. 
Most of us are still living  under the artificial perceptions from 
integration, such as: we are equal in a society that is still using 
collective systems of  genocide against us, especially our 
mothers.  
 
Many of our people ignore the changes that are affecting each 
other as if  they will not  be affected by them. As a result, Many 
of us are ignoring our responsibility to help  build another 
support system , and  are operating selfishly using the 
knowledge against others ; and finding excuses to escape  
from exposing the  artificial perceptions that  are keeping  our 
Youth from reacting to  seeing and smelling the smoke above 
and around us  telling us  our lives are in great danger, there is 
fire burning around us. . 
When the truth is it is only a matter of months at best; a couple 
of years before the burning  building will be completely effect 
all indigenous blooded people in captivity who have been living 
in the artificial perceptions promoted by the people who 
support the ideals of the  United States to our people. . 
.  
Those of us who fail to learn how to change there thinking in 
time will perish in dehumanizing ways.  Cancer is one them. 
 
 
If our people are to come out of this burning building alive with 
a quality of Life to live, they will have to change and face their 

challenges and fears. Many of us are ignoring our 
responsibility to help  build another support system. 
 People with indigenous consciousness should give as many 
people as possible  the choice to  regain their indigenous 
conscious to save their lives . We are the fireman . We are the 
Solution  
 In this regard- there are many small actions one can take to 
help save  life so life can help save  you. 
Here are some points to consider. Without the majority    of our 
people returning to building the  EARTH Consciousness in our  
blood, we will not have enough power to advert our total 
destruction There is about 42 million of us left  in the United 
States alone.   
 
With that said , everyone should be sharing the fact we are 
indigenous to America WE ARE THE  direct DECENDANTS 
OF THE  females creating the Negro People, they are the  
people of America, we are a part of the blood  (DNA)of the 
Earth with every one of our brothers and sisters. Many people 
will give excuses for not moving forward, leave them there, 
watch how they perish, however there are millions of our sister 
and brothers who are  serious about saving their lives before it 
is too late to change, they will do what is necessary to get the 
knowledge to save their  life blood...  
 
“Knowledge is power ignorance as believe is powerlessness” 
those who are serious, life will make a way for them People 
who hold on to their old perceptions of ideals for selfishness 
life will not. 
Pain, suffering, isolation, and the simple fact no one was put 
here to take care of people who chose not to take care of their 
life purpose themselves. 
 
 This simple perception will be realized and those worthy of 
having a joyful experience in life will seek to learn how to 
correct their perceptions and learn the skills for implementing 
them correctly..  There is enough people for all of us to help to 
return to Earth consciousness, Every time you share the 
opportunity to help save someone’s life this way. Life opens an 
opportunity for you to receive your needs to be met and 
receive an abundance of your desires. After a while you will 
realize you have to be careful of what you ask for.  
Now that you know what is at stake and  how you can make a 
difference. It is time we learn how to consciously defend 
ourselves by learning the skills needed to implement the 
consciousness, but unfortunately, not enough people with the 
knowledge to teach us. In that regard F.I.A.A.H. is diligently 
working to bring the skills back to the children of our people            
                 WE ARE THE SOLUTION 
Learn the Heritage knowledge for your  Conscious!!! 
 
FIAAH is ready to implement the solution. . Reclaim our home 
on Earth, Stand for our right to live on Our planet- So we can 
allow the power from Earth to work its magic thru us to change 
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and stop the artificial perceptions from Killing life for all of us 
and our planet. 
 

 
 

 

Community Building- Volunteering for $ Dollars 
                                  We have some new ways of doing and building community: 

Creating our own Living 

Our time sharing project -Being of service to each other for 
mutual exchange. Time sharing and volunteering here a 
Yumwija this summer will allow all those who  want to be apart 
of  our long term Indigenous living  community here at 
Yumwija. 
Many people have  requested to stay here at Yumwija If times 
get very bad. We are willing to have  our  people who have  
helped  thru volunteering to  build  a indigenous community 
@Yumwija. . If you do not have time to help create community, 
we will not support anyone  in there time of need with one. 
Yumwija needs people to volunteer to help with all the events, 
office, gardens and building projects.  In exchange  for you 
service time or productivity , we will apply your service as 
payment forwards courses at the Institute, continuation 
education classes. As well as if you are here you always 
participate in  any programs here going on @ Yumwija 
Why is volunteering important.? 
 
Origins of the word Volunteer. By Kerry Davis 
The word volunteer career started with the romans. The Latin 
voluntaries meaning "of one's free will" was coined around 
1600. 
 
 The attitude  towards volunteering in our black American 
community takes on a whole new meaning. One of the reasons 
the communities in which we live are so emaciated, is because 
the people who live in them seldom share their free will with 
themselves and neighbors. Could it be that we have lost our 
"will" to move forward? Do we even have a will anymore? 
Volunteering has a meaningful, positive impact towards 
building  community. Here are some reasons to  change your 
attitude and become a volunteer 

Learn or develop a new skills Boost your career options 
Motivation and sense of achievement 
New interests and creative ability  
New experiences 
 Expanded Meeting more like minded  people 
 If you look at the results of volunteering, it's really the 
amalgamation of energy to accomplish a task. Black 
Americans  attitudes do not support their  communities, instead  
we are taught "get paid", and the scraps that are paid, are 
used to buy items from foreigners  we could very well produce 
for ourselves 
. Working with F.I.A.A.H. The purpose of people working with 
FIAAH; 
  People who work with FIAAH become bridges to bring Life 
back to us and OUR home on Earth- America. Why is 
becoming a bridge to back to life important? Becoming a 
bridge back to life save your health and give you a life worth 
living and respecting. 
Everyone at this time should reach out to as many people as 
possible and give them a chance to get connected to FIAAH 
and develop OUR Earth consciousness . Empowering other 
like ourselves empowers us. Every FIAAH member 
should/must start  volunteering their time if not to FIAAH then 
some other organization that will help indigenous people in 
these precarious times. 
The skills that you pick up could be helpful and useful later in 
life, plus they could be taught to others. Imagine the ideas that 
you will inherit 
when your will is being done. The new year is among us let us 
utilize this energy that we our receiving to make some positive 
changes in our lives and on our Earth. 
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                   Institute for Indigenous America Studies 
                                                                           www.indigenousamericastudies.institute 
Our Institute is in full swing and  the curriculum has been expanded to give a very thorough understanding of  Indigenous Traditional 
knowledge and principles. We have launched a mentorship component as a integral part of our NEW  curriculum 
All AMR registered people who are interested in receiving more indigenous education, the courses are online. We  have more courses 
this summer. The Institute accepts volunteering for dollars program and we have a payment  plan  for  making learning affordable for 
everyone. 

                                                                                                    Mentoring 
Becoming a mentor, is a great way to develop your knowledge of our heritage , consciousness with others, and can lead 
you to becoming an expert teacher. People interested in Mentoring can take  for renewal fundamentals courses for free.  
Become a mentor, make a difference..  

• There is time for people to enter into the beginning courses: we are ready to SERVE,  IIAS is ready to 
implement the solution.  Indigenous Competency Certification Program  dates  and times are.  

• Tuesday mornings:  9am est 
• Tuesday Evening ,  6:30 pm est 
• Wednesday Morning- 9am est 
• Wednesday Evening-  6:30 pm est 
• Links to webpage  indigenousamericastudies.institute for current available start dates 
• Continuation course: 350.00 payment plan is $100.00 deposit and 50.00a week.  

 

Indigenous education courses are ongoing get started today!!!! 

  304-212-2362 
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America Heritage Preservation Trust  

Getting out of Debt Slavery:  Our Plan 
F.I.A.A.H.  Earth recovery fund with the American Heritage Preservation Trust is developed  to help get our people into stable life conditions.  

The American Heritage Preservation Trust Stewardship Inaitive . Is a function of the AHPT set up to acquire earth for the development of 

sustainable housing for indigenous registered members.  The program will assist our community members  in acquiring property without 

occurring long term dept. Once the requirements are completed the person will have a property that is dept free they will be required to 

maintain the county taxes on the property. Some of these homes may need to be fixed up. However they will be mortgage free.  

How does it work/The American Heritage Stewardship intuitive is a Real Estate investment consortium  or REIT  for indigenous people to 

invest our money collectively  to buy real estate from tax liens and tax foreclosed homes  for purchase by our investors.   In return the 

investors can acquire a home mortgage free. The investment fund buys the  properties allows the proprieties to  process to clear title giving 

the Investor  time to acquire the remaining funds needed to complete the sale of the home and return the  money back to the fund. All moneys 

invested into the fund by the investor is applied to what ever the cost was to the fund to acquire the property. Once the title is clear the 

investor receives the home .    if the investor does not have all the funds to complete the  transfer of property ownership from the Fund. The  

investor can make payments to the fund . Un like common investments our REIT will pay all of the profits with the shareholders as investors in 

the form of Quarterly dividend payments.  It is a win win  program.   Many of our people need to get out of the cities, the fund will allow us to 

get people relocated into affordable home without the long term dept that has kept us enslaved 

 What are the requirements? The requirements are a person must be registered with FIAAH. A minimum  investment of 250.00 . the more 

you invest the more you get out . Investors looking for housing  should continue to invest to help insure funding is available for house 

investment purchase 

 

Everyone can help.  We are registering the fund through PayPal.  Everybody can get involved. To find more info call the office at 304-212-2362.  

 2014 
.  
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Calendar of Events 
AHPT  Stewardship investor fund meeting April 22, 6pm est. 

 Indigenous Survival Secrets- April 29th 6pm est. 

May 26  Yumwija opens 

Indigenous Living Summit August 10-12 

 

 
 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE  

 

The documents (if any) accompanying this transmission and including this 

transmission contain privileged and confidential information belonging to the sender 

and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are 

not the intended recipient of this transmission, or the employer or agent 

responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that 

any dissemination, distribution, disclosure or copying of this transmission is 

strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify 
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